
Welcome to training session three for the amazing 4th

Dimension Perpetual Income Generator…the greatest trading 
discovery in more than 40 years and your passport financial 
freedom…
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Today we’re going to map out an easy to follow plan that will 
take you from where you are… to where you want to be 
financially in the least possible time
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So, If you’d like, go ahead and click on the link below this 
video and Download your 4D Perpetual Income Plan Then 
print it out so you can follow along
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That way, if there’s anything you’d like clarified…

You can just scroll down and post your question in the 
comments section.

We’ll get back with you as soon as possible.
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I’m Steve Swanson. and in the first two training sessions I 
turned your perception of the financial world upside down by 
proving to you…
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That traditional indicators have no predictive power 
whatsoever
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because you can’t predict future price moves without taking
the calendar into account
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People have been trying to make sense of naturally occurring 
market cycles for eons..
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But, the complexity of multiple cycles colliding and then joining 
together made it impossible to sort out.
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Until a group of professional traders gave me the brilliant idea 
of adapting my speech analysis software to analyze stock 
data.
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Running sophisticated algorithms to measure and record
persistent market cycles…

I accomplished the unthinkable…
I broke the time barrier!
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It’s the effect of time on price…

or the Price-Time Continuum…

that not only predicts, but actually controls every market turn!

Having harnessed the full power of the price/time continuum…

which is the only true force in the stock market…
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I’ve been able to accurately predict and profit from every 
market turn for more than two decades 
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And you saw with your own eyes how, simply buying the S&P 
500 triple-beta ETF every time I announced a market bottom…
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And then taking profits when I announced the top… 
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In 5 years you could have grown a modest $5,000 account into 
an exciting $741,941 fortune… including commissions!
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Even more important, since we could see the 2008 crash 
coming… we suffered NO drawdowns at all 
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And, during the 8-year period of devastation and recovery… 
suffered by pretty much everybody… you could have grown a 
mere $10,000 into millions trading ETFs
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Now, today I’m excited to show you how the predictive power 
of the 4th dimension makes it easy to kick your earning power 
into high gear trading options
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If you’ve never traded options before, you may not know that 
Options is the only investment vehicle offering 

• Strictly limited risk and

• Unlimited profits

• All with Incredible leverage
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Trading Options Is Super Easy because
• They’re listed securities with sellers making offers and 

buyers making bids, just like stocks.

• You can enter the same kind of limit, stop, and at-the-
market buy and sell orders for options as for stocks… 

• And special order-entry screens make trading spreads as 
simple as trading single contracts
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Option Trading is Soaring in Popularity with 4.2 Trillion 
contracts traded yearly, which makes for an extremely liquid 
market.

And a growing number of weekly options gives you 52 times a 
year to profit from low-risk, income strategies.

you 52 times a year to profit from low-risk, 
income strategies
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“I like to buy out-of-the- money Calls because options usually 
multiply your profit at least 4-5 times.”
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Buying out-of-the-money Call options is the simplest option 
strategy there is…

And, because of the incredible earning power, buying Out of 
the money Calls is  extremely popular… 
Unfortunately, if you don’t know where the market’s headed…
and most traders don’t…
it can quickly become a losers game…
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“Over the past 15 years I’ve tried all kinds of coaching 
programs, software, newsletters-- you name it, I’ve tried it.”

“But, none of it worked very well until now. ” 
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The power to predict every market turn does indeed change 
everything...
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“When Steve explains what to expect with various ETFs, I just 
turn around and buy options on that ETF.”

“And it’s been working out very well.”
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Denny simply takes the email I send him 5 days a week.
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And when that email says to go long… instead of buying 
shares of the ETF, Denny buys Call options on that etf.
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Call Options Give You The Right, to buy 100 shares of a stock 
or ETF at the specified ‘Strike’ Price but traders rarely exercise
that right…

For the most part, options are speculatively instruments 
bought and sold the same as stocks, except shorter term and 
with greater earning power
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If the Strike Price is less than the current stock price, the call is 
In-The-Money and very expensive…

If the Strike Price is more-or-less the same as the current 
stock price, the call is At-The-Money and moderately priced…

And if the strike price is higher than the current stock price, the 
call is out of the money and cheap…
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For example, on August 8th I announced an S&P500 buying 
opportunity…

And of course, when the market’s been going down day after 
day, you can buy Calls at the previous high for very cheap.

We can expect approximately 8 weeks peak-to-peak in this 
cycle.

So we want to buy options with at least 30 days to expiration.

And we pay $100 for each September 198 Call
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Right on cue the S&P 500 shot up 5% to 201…

Putting our 198 out-of-the-money calls in the money where 
you could sell each call for $350 each…

That’s a 250% return in just 3 weeks…

A nice $5,000 profit on 20 options
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Quick & Easy

Reliable

and enormously profitable

A perfect dream fulfilling formula if ever there was one!
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“I’m 60 years old and I’m at a point where, if I want to retire in 
comfort and enjoy doing more than just hanging around the 
house, I need to be successful at trading.”

“And finally I am!”
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After a frustrating 15 year struggle, Denny’s money worries are 
finally over and he can enjoy the kind of golden retirement we 
all deserve
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And guess what… buying out-of-the-money calls is just one of 
several ways you could have profited from the signal we just 
looked at... 
Selling puts is another. 
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Each put option gives you the right to  sell 100 shares of a 
stock or ETF at the specified ‘strike price’
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If the Strike Price is greater than the current stock price, the 
put is In-The-Money and very expensive.

If the Strike Price I more-or-less the same as the current stock 
price, the put is At-The-Money and moderately priced.

And, if the Strike Price is lower than the current stock price, 
the put is Out-of-The-Money and cheap, cheap, cheap…
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Now picture this…

The market’s been selling off for days…

Traders think a major correction might be underway and 
they’re paying $350 for 190 Put options…

But you secretly know better because you received an email 
from me saying the market is at a cyclic turning point and 
about to head higher…

So you decide to sell 20 put options just below the previous 
day’s close for a total of $7,000 deposited right into your 
account.
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The next day, price soars…

The puts you sold expire worthless…

And you can spend the entire $7,000 any way you want!

Tell me that’s not easy money!
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There you have 2 easy ways you could have earned a 
generous income from a single cycle… 

But wait, it gets even better…
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What if, On August 8th you sell 20 puts for an immediate 
$7,000 credit to your account…

And, you use the entire $7,000 of other people’s money to buy 
198 calls at $100 each… 

Total investment, ZERO

Then, Three weeks later you sell your Calls for $350 each…

You buy to cover your Puts for $25 each…

And you Earn $24,000 pure income and except for 
commissions, you haven’t invested a single penny!

Now let’s hear about Craig’s favorite income strategy
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“I have a dual strategy.” 

“I go in buying near-the-money calls and ride the whole move 
up.” 

“Then I sell short calls at the top.” 

“So you get the run up and then you make an additional profit 
off credit spreads at the top.”
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Puts… Calls… debit spreads credit spreads… Exchange 
Traded Funds
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Opportunities to earn huge profits from intermediate cycle 
bottoms occur over and over again!
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And I’m going to send you an email every day…

So you know precisely when to get in…

And  when to get out!
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You can’t join yet… but, I’m excited to say a brief enrollment
period will be opening soon.
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And when it does, information about how you can join will  be 
sent to the email address you registered to receive your free 
eBook 

So please keep an eye out for it
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“Steve’s tools are always right. So it gives you the confidence 
to enter.” 
“But Steve cured me.”

“When you get a signal, you don’t hesitate. You get in. Then, a 
day or so later you set a stop above your entry point, and 
never look back.” 
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Paul’s analysis paralysis was caused by human emotion…

The green-eyed monster every trader must battle 
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But when you replace fear, greed & second guessing with total 
confidence… Ecstatic joy is all that’s left! 
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“My first big trade, I got so excited I sold just so I could tell my 
wife we doubled our money in 2 days.” 
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“What’s nice is,  you can adapt it to your own trading style.”

“I like to buy Out of the money options because the leverage is 
so incredible.”

“And I trade mostly the SPY and the Qs because they have 
lots of trading volume…”

“So trading hundreds of contracts isn’t a problem.”
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Do the math and you’ll see why Paul’s so excited…

On August 8 he would have bought 198 Calls for $100 each…

And With open interest of 120,000 buying hundreds of options 
would be no problem at all…

And at exit time open interest was even higher…

So you could have easily sold hundreds of CALLS for $350 
and earned $50,000, or more in 3 weeks time.
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Picture yourself earning a $50,000 income 5 or 6 times a year!
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“It really is so easy and I’m having so much fun, I’m starting to 
get friends who have never traded before involved.”

“This is something anybody can be successful with.” 

“And it doesn’t take much time either.”
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Quick…

Easy…

Fun…

Incredibly Profitable…

And No Experience Necessary! 

What could possibly be better than that?
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Ok, that’s all we have time for today…
But before we go, I’d like to take a moment to talk about the 
final video… Which I think is probably the best video of all
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Because the next video will be all about how you can take the 
next step…
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And what you can expect when you say “YES” to 4th

Dimension Perpetual Income Generator
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Please understand, enrollment will only be open for a few 
days…

So if you don’t want to miss out, here’s what you need to do 
right now
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First, Make sure you’ve registered your best email address so 
you see the enrollment video link in time. 
And… watch your inbox for the notice letting you know 4th

Dimension Perpetual Income Generator is temporarily 
available.

I look forward to you and me making a lot of money together
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